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Social capital is a very influential concept in social science in understanding contemporary societies. It is found to
directly and indirectly influence many aspects of social life, such as quality of life. It is also increasingly explored in
relation to Information and Communications Technology (ICT). However, little is known about the relationship
between ICT and social capital. The study of the relationship is still in its early stages and has not produced
consistent results. This paper sets out to provide an analytical review of the literature focusing on the relationship
between the two in order to understand how ICT affects social capital and vice versa. It begins by presenting a
review of social capital and then builds a framework to classify and organize ICT related social capital studies. Using
this framework, we provide an analysis of existing studies in the area. On the basis of this analysis, we identify three
gaps in the ICT related social capital research: an imbalance in the levels of analysis between the collective and the
individual levels, a lack of theoretical explanation of why and how social capital changes due to ICT, and the limited
ability of the research findings to be generalized. We then make suggestions for future research.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Social capital has become increasingly important in a variety of research fields. Despite such importance, it has no
commonly agreed upon definition. Although it has various definitions in different contexts in different disciplines, it is
widely understood to be the resources embedded in social networks for the mutual benefit of parties within the
networks. The central proposition of social capital theory is that social networks have value because they constitute
valuable resources that facilitate certain actions of participants within the networks [Bourdieu 1986; Burt 2001;
Coleman 1990; Portes 1998; Putnam 1995a; b; 2000].
Initially, the term was used mostly in sociological and political discourse. It has lately been applied to other fields and
has become an influential concept in understanding the contemporary world. Since people‘s relationships matter
greatly to themselves as individuals and as members of communities, social capital has been investigated in – and
is found to influence – many aspects of life including: the development of human capital [Coleman 1988; Fiorgas
2000], quality of life [Dekker and Uslaner 2001; Kennelly et al., 2003; Spence and Schmidpeter 2003], health
[Liukkonen et al., 2004; Rose 2000], economic performance [Baron et al., 2000; Grootaert et al., 2004], and
innovation diffusion [Fountain 1997].
Society and social changes have always been associated with the development of technology [Buchanan 1995;
Castells 2000; Westrum 1991]. With the development of Information and Communications Technology (ICT)1, the
interactions between ICT and social capital in organizations and society at large have drawn both researchers‘ and
policymakers‘ attention. However, studies in this area are still in their early stages and have not produced consistent
results. At this stage, there is little consensus on the role of ICT in building social capital. Based on an analysis of
the impact of television [e.g., Putnam 2000], some researchers believe that electronic technology contributes to a
decline in social capital, whereas others argue that ICT – such as the Internet and its latest applications, such as
social networking sites (SNS) – facilitates social capital building [e.g., Hampton and Wellman 2003]. This indicates
that the findings about the relationship between one particular technology and social capital cannot be directly
applied to other technologies. It also shows that there is inadequate knowledge about the relationship between ICT
and social capital, that is, about how ICT affects social capital and vice versa.
To enhance our understanding in this area, this paper reviews studies about social capital and ICT. This can help
researchers identify the present level of knowledge in this area and thus decide what questions researchers should
seek to answer in the future. As part of this review, we develop a framework to organize and evaluate existing
studies concerning the relationship between social capital and ICT.
The contribution of this paper is its synthesis of prior literature, its selection of criteria in assessing social capital
related ICT studies, and its insights into the gaps in current studies with implications for further research. The
extensiveness of ICT research related to social capital proves the importance of the social capital concept in the
realm of information systems. The proposed framework is a significant contribution to the literature because no prior
study has presented an integrative, interdisciplinary review of this topic.
The paper is organized as follows: the following section, Section II, introduces the background literature on social
capital theories and then classifies the concept of social capital into two categories: ―individual‖ social capital and
―collective‖ social capital. Section III describes the method we used for reviewing the literature, and Section IV
examines ICT related social capital studies. For each article reviewed, the role of social capital in relation to ICT –
whether social capital is a dependent variable or an independent variable – is identified. Through the use of two
criteria (the level of analysis and the role of social capital), we present a framework by which we can map studies of
social capital and ICT. The issues emerging from the analysis of the related studies based on the proposed
framework are discussed in Section V. Finally, the paper concludes with an assessment of this study‘s limitations
and suggestions for further work.

1

IT is defined by the Information Technology Association of America (ITAA) as ―the study, design, development, implementation, support or
management of computer-based information systems, particularly software applications and computer hardware.‖ It is extended to include an
increasingly important aspect of computing, that is, communication. When computing and communication are combined, it is often referred to as
Information and Communications Technology (ICT). ―IT‖ and ―ICT‖ are often used interchangeably. In this paper, we use ―ICT‖ because what is
discussed with regard to social capital is essentially related to the communication aspect of ICT.
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II. THE CONCEPT OF SOCIAL CAPITAL: A REVIEW OF PAST AND PRESENT LITERATURE
Increasing efforts have been made to develop social capital theories in recent years, as evidenced by the
considerable number of publications focusing on the concept and its application to numerous subject areas in
various disciplines. Studies have suggested that social capital is positively related to a range of economic and
sociological outcomes, but have also expressed concern with its detriments to social practices [Adler and Kwon
1999]. Although the use of the term ―social capital‖ has a relatively short history and research into it is still in its early
stages, the notions underlying it are not new, but rooted in early sociological studies [Grootaert and Van Bastelaer
2002]. Contemporary authors who have refined the social capital theory into its current state of popularity include
Pierre Bourdieu, James Coleman, and Robert Putnam [Bourdieu 1986; Coleman 1988; 1990; Putnam 1995a; b;
2000]. To date, many authors have contributed to the conceptualization and operationalization of this complex
concept.

Social Capital: Its Origins and Contemporary Development
The concept behind social capital is nothing new in sociological research [Field 2003; Portes 1998]. It can be traced
back to the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and is connected with scholars such as Tocqueville, Durkheim,
Marx, Weber, and Locke, among others. Bankston and Zhou [2002] made specific reference to the connections
between Durkheimian normative sociology and Coleman's thinking on social capital. This is supported by Portes
[1998], who also argues that classical social theories, such as the research of Durkheim and Marx, already suggest
that involvement and participation in groups can have positive consequences for individuals and communities. The
term ―social capital‖ is believed to have first been used by Hanifan [1920], who mentioned it in his book The
Communality Center [as cited in Putnam 2000; 2002]. Hanifan defined social capital as ―good will, fellowship,
sympathy, and social intercourse among the individuals and families who make up a social unit,‖ and outlined the
benefits of social capital [Hanifan 1920 in Putnam 2002, p. 4]. A few other scholars, such as Jacobs [1961] and
Loury [1977], also used the term [as cited in Woolcock and Narayan 2000]. However, their research on this concept
did not seem to attract wide attention at the time.
The idea of social capital was revived in the 1980s. The research of Bourdieu, Coleman and Putnam is most
commonly cited as the basis for contemporary discussions of social capital. The first systematic analysis of social
capital was made by Bourdieu [1986], and a clear theoretical framework was developed by Coleman [1988; 1990],
who first conducted an empirical investigation into the concept. It is Putman who correlates the levels of social
capital with traditional public policy concerns and successfully exports the concept from academia into the wider
media. Many authors have since advanced the concept of social capital, particularly its operationalization. In recent
years, research on social capital has grown rapidly across many disciplines including, among others, sociology,
politics, public health, and economics. One study found that the number of journal articles listing ―social capital‖ as a
keyword was 20 before 1981. This number rose to 109 between 1991 and 1995, and to 1003 between 1996 and
March 1999 [Baum 2000]. Bourdieu‘s, Coleman‘s, and Putnam‘s studies on social capital ,along with those of some
other contemporary authors2, are discussed further in the next subsection.
As Grootaert and Van Bastelaer [2002] suggest, current studies of social capital may be at the same early stage as
that of human capital studies 30 or 40 years ago. Social capital is complex, especially because researchers and
practitioners approach it from various disciplines and backgrounds for various applications. There are significant
variations, controversies, and disagreements with respect to the definition, measurement, sources, and outcomes of
the concept. Doubtless, debate and progress on the theorization and operationalization of the concept will continue.
Of particular importance at the moment, there is no clear, commonly agreed upon definition of social capital in the
current literature. The definition adopted by a particular study depends on the discipline and level of investigation
[Robinson et al., 2002]. Researchers from various disciplines, such as sociology (where the social capital concept
originated) and economics (where the concept is applied) are still working on a definition to suit their needs. In
addition, popular measurements of social capital have been heavily criticized [Lin 2001b]. Consequently, research
for integrating various research strategies, both qualitative and quantitative, into the design of instruments to
measure social capital more accurately is still required [Woolcock 2001]. Moreover, with the increasing popularity of
the concept of social capital, it will continue to be considered important in various subject areas. Its application to
ICT, for instance, is expected to further flourish as new technologies continue to develop. Therefore, we believe that
a comprehensive and integrative review of the literature is necessary to extend knowledge in the area. To build a
framework that can effectively map studies on social capital and ICT, we first need to categorize studies on social
capital.

2

Some of the most frequently cited publications on social capital, based on our keyword search on Google Scholar (with ―social capital‖ used as
the keyword), include Coleman [1988: 7501 citations], Putnam [1995a: 3589 citations], Portes [1998: 2324 citations], Nahapiet and Ghoshal
[1998: 2323 citations], Knack and Keefer [1997: 1766 citations] and Woolcock [1998: 1523 citations].
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Categorizing Studies of Social Capital
Although researchers in different disciplines agree on the significance of relationships as a resource for social
action, they lack agreement on the precise definition of social capital. This leads to further disagreements in the
measurement and interpretation of social capital. Table 1 lists some definitions of social capital. They are broadly
similar, with some slight differences. To a certain extent, the definitions vary depending on the level of analysis that
corresponding theories involve [Portes 1998; 2000]. This is demonstrated by the contemporary development of
social capital and is supported in the social capital literature [Lin 1999; 2001b; Newton 1997; Slangen et al., 2004].
Bourdieu started the modern social capital research tradition by studying the phenomenon from the perspective of
individuals. Coleman independently developed social capital, mostly at the individual level, but with an implied shift
to social capital at the collective level. Putman, based on Coleman‘s research, conceives of social capital as a
community wide concept. Later studies on this concept are usually enlightened by these original scholars‘ research.
They can, therefore, be roughly separated into two camps: one for individual social capital, and the other for
collective social capital. Some theories, such as those by Bourdieu [1986], Coleman [1990], and those who follow
them, regard social capital mainly as the resources generated by an individual‘s social network for his or her mutual
benefit as a member of the network. Social capital defined from this point of view is called ―individual social capital‖
[Portes 2000]. Others, such as Putnam [1993; 1995a; b; 2000] and Woolcock and Naryyan [2000], consider social
capital as both individuals‘ social networks and their moral attitudes, or social norms, which contribute to the
common good of a community or even a nation. Social capital defined from this approach is referred to as ―collective
social capital‖ [Portes 2000].
Table 1. Example of Social Capital Definitions
Level of
Analysis

Authors

Bourdieu

Individual
Coleman

Burt

Putnam
Collective

World bank
Woolcock

Definitions of Social Capital
(Social capital is) ―the aggregate of the actual or potential resources
which are linked to possession of a durable network of more or less
institutionalized relationships of mutual acquaintance or recognition‖
[1986 p. 248].
(Social capital is) ―made up of social obligations (―connections‖), which is
convertible, in certain conditions, into economic capital and may be
institutionalized in the form of a title of nobility‖ [1986 p. 243].
―Social capital is defined by its function. It is not a single entity, but a
variety of different entities having two characteristics in common: They all
consist of some aspect of social structure, and they facilitate certain
actions of individuals who are within the structure.‖ [1990 p. 302].
(Social capital refers to) ―friends, colleagues, and more general contacts
through whom you receive opportunities to use your financial and human
capital‖ [2001 p. 9].
(Social capital refers to) ―features of social organization such as
networks, norms, and social trust that facilitate coordination and
cooperation for mutual benefit‖ [1995 p. 67].
―Social capital refers to the institutions, relationships, and norms that
shape the quality and quantity of a society‘s social interactions.‖
(Social capital refers to) ―the information, trust, and norms of reciprocity
inhering in one‘s social networks‖ [1998 p. 153].

Social Capital as an Attribute of Individuals
As mentioned, the contemporary theoretical development of the social capital concept independently started from
the research of a French sociologist, Bourdieu [1986], and that of an American sociologist, Coleman [1988; 1990].
Other important theories of social capital at the individual level include Lin‘s network theory of social capital [Lin
2001a; 2001b], Burt‘s theory of structural holes and network closure as social capital [Burt 2001], and Portes‘s
theory arguing that social capital is ―the ability of actors to secure benefits by virtue of membership in social
networks or other social structures‖ [Portes 1998 p. 6]. They focus on individuals or small groups as the unit of
analysis and examine the benefits accruing to individuals from their relationships with others. For example, Bourdieu
[1986] emphasizes that capital is accumulated labor, and he divides capital into three fundamental classes:
economic, cultural, and social capital. Economic capital ―is immediately and directly convertible into money and may
be institutionalized in the form of property rights‖ [p. 243]; cultural capital ―may be institutionalized in the form of
educational qualifications‖ [p. 243]; and social capital is an individual feature, which is ―the aggregate of the actual or
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potential resources which are linked to possession of a durable network of more or less institutionalized relationships
of mutual acquaintance or recognition‖ [p. 248].
Coleman [1990], on the other hand, takes rational action as the starting point and suggests, ―Social capital is defined
by its functions. It is not a single entity, but a variety of different entities having characteristics in common: they all
consist of some aspect of a social structure, and they facilitate certain actions of individuals who are within the
structure‖ [p. 302]. According to Coleman, social capital can take on forms such as obligations and expectations,
information potential, and norms and effective sanctions. His definition is important because it implies a shift of
understanding social capital from the individual level to the collective level [Adam and Roncevic 2003].
The measurement of individual social capital often focuses on variables indicating the position of an individual inside
a social network [Adam and Roncevic 2003]. Some of the measurement instruments include, among others, the
Name Generator/Interpreter, the Position Generator, and the Resource Generator [Van der Gaag and Snijders 2003;
2004; Van der Gaag et al., 2004]. The Name Generator/Interpreter requires the respondent to identify the names of
people with whom he or she can talk about personal matters. The Position Generator measures access through
network members to certain occupations that represent social resource collection based on job prestige. The
Resource Generator asks about access to a fixed list of specific social resources in several different domains of life.
Social Capital as a Feature of Communities
The conceptual extension of social capital from an individual asset to a community or national feature, initiated by
Robert Putnam [1993; 1995a; 1995b; 2000], makes it possible to discuss the social capital possessed by
communities and even nations, and the consequent effects on their development.
The core idea of social capital theory, as argued by Putman [2000] – who emphasizes the character of social capital
as a community level resource – is that social networks have value. He defines social capital as ―…connections
among individuals – social networks and the norms of reciprocity and trustworthiness that arise from them‖ [p. 21].
Putnam‘s arguments are that: (1) social networks and social norms are important to societal cooperation,
coordination and collaboration; (2) social capital has important consequences for democracy; and (3) social capital
has declined in post-war America. One of the most pressing questions for the future, in Putnam‘s view, is how to
reverse America‘s declining social capital and to restore civic engagement and trust.
The results of subsequent studies on social capital and civic engagement mainly support Putnam‘s assertion that
social capital is significantly related to indicators of socioeconomic development and democratization [Cox 2002;
Fukuyama 2000; Norris 2000; Quan-Haase and Wellman 2004]. Researchers, such as Fukuyama, point out that
social capital promotes a kind of associational life that is necessary for the success of government and democracy,
and is critical for understanding societal development [Fukuyama 2000].
As a set of resources rooted in relationships, collective social capital has many different attributes and thus requires
multidimensional measurement [Grootaert et al. 2003; O'Brien et al. 2004]. The most stable and widely agreed
dimensions of social capital in the literature, regardless of the disciplines, are social networks, trust, and norms of
reciprocity. A social network concerns the extent of an individual‘s participation in various types of social
organizations and informal networks. It also concerns the social support that one can obtain [Grootaert et al., 2003].
Trust is defined as ―the level of confidence that people have that others will act as they say or are expected to act or
that what they say is reliable‖ [Productivity Commission 2003 p. x]. It is the ―bedrock‖ of most personal relationships,
and facilitates various day to day interactions [Productivity Commission 2003]. Norms of reciprocity refers to shared
understandings, informal rules, and conventions on continuing relationships of exchange that are at any given time,
unrequited or imbalanced. It involves mutual expectations that a benefit granted now should be repaid in the future
[Putnam 1993]. The notion that the norm of reciprocity is related to social capital is well documented as an important
element that facilitates the way in which interactions are structured among group members [Productivity Commission
2003; Putnam 2000; van Schaik 2002].

III. METHODOLOGY
Our literature review required: (1) the development of criteria for the types of studies to be included in our analysis;
(2) a literature search strategy; and (3) a scheme for analysis that outlines the documentation and coding of the
studies examined. Given the vastness of the social capital literature, we chose to limit our initial sample of studies to
those where both ICT and social capital were significant themes of the manuscript. Because of the current popularity
of both terms (social capital and ICT), this strategy was adopted in order to avoid having an unmanageable number
of articles with limited value.
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To locate publications on social capital and ICT related topics, we first employed keyword searches across a large
range of databases on information systems, sociology, and political science. The key resources include the Web of
Science, International Bibliography of the Social Sciences, ISI Current Contents Connect, JSTOR, ScienceDirect,
and Sociological Abstracts. The Web of Science citation index was a particularly powerful tool in this process. To
trace sources not yet indexed by the conventional tools, the Web search engine Google Scholar was also used. Two
sets of keywords were used to address research into social capital and related theories (set A), and research into
various aspects/elements of ICT (set B), respectively. Keywords in set A are: ―social capital,‖ ―social network,‖
―social tie,‖ ―social relationship,‖ ―mutual benefit,‖ and ―social resources.‖ Keywords in set B are: ―technology,‖
―information and communications technology/ICT,‖ ―information technology/IT,‖ ―information systems,‖ ―TV,‖
―computer,‖ ―Internet,‖ ―community network,‖ ―network computing,‖ ―ubiquitous computing,‖ ―mobile technology,‖
―mobile phone,‖ ―mobile service.‖ The primary keywords adopted in the searches are combinations of words (e.g.,
―social capital and Internet‖) selected from each set. The time span of each search was from 1996 to 2007.
Publications from only this period are included for analysis because research into social capital and ICT has
expanded since the extension of social capital theory to ICT by Robert Putman in 1995 3 [Baum 2000]. This search
results in 75 articles from 39 different journals, two dissertations, nine conferences, and other resources.
Since more than half of the reviewed articles from the first round of searching are not published in the top
information systems journals, we ran the search again, targeting only level A and B IS journals identified by Fishers,
Shanks, and Lamp [2007] (see Appendix D for the journal list). Eight A level, 19 B level IS journals, and seven
professional journals were searched using ―social capital‖ as the single keyword. This resulted in 28 papers, which
are all included in the initial review list. Because the study of social capital and ICT is expanding into many
disciplines, we do not claim that our review did not miss some research papers published in some journals in various
disciplines during the searched time period. However, we believe that our review is comprehensive and up to date,
at least in regard to IS research and related areas (see Appendix C for the exact distribution of studies across
resources).
Our method for the analysis of ICT – social capital studies was to first classify each study according to its focus on
either individual or collective social capital. Then each article was reviewed to determine: the type of ICT under
investigation; the methodology used; the way social capital was measured; the use of social capital in the research
design (whether it is an independent, a dependent, or a control variable); and its relevant findings. The outcomes of
the analysis are summarized in Appendices A (collective social capital – ICT) and B (individual social capital – ICT).
The data contained in these appendices provide the basis for subsequent analysis to identify issues in ICT – social
capital research, gaps in the current research, and directions for future research. The next section discusses in
detail existing research into social capital and ICT.

IV. RESEARCH INTO SOCIAL CAPITAL AND ICT: THE CURRENT SITUATION
Currently, great efforts are being made to explore the influence of ICT on society. At the same time, some IS
researchers have increasingly become aware of the important role of social capital in technology development and
knowledge sharing processes [Fountain 1997; Riemer 2004; Syrjanen and Kuutti 2004]. To analyze the existing
studies of social capital and ICT, we first develop a two dimensional framework to map those studies. The two
dimensions are: (a) the unit of analysis and (b) the role of social capital in research design.
In Section II, we discuss the unit of analysis as an important criterion for classifying the studies of social capital. The
unit of social capital analysis is concerned with whether the social capital concept is defined as an asset of an
individual or a feature of a community. In this section, we propose that those studies can be further classified
according to the role of social capital or ICT in the research design.
The study of Markus and Robey [1988], in addressing IT and organizational change, presents several ways of
understanding the causal structure in theory and research. According to them, technology plays different roles in
relation to organizational change as: an independent variable that causes organizational change (named the
technological imperative); a dependent variable caused by the organization‘s information processing needs and
managers‘ choices about how to satisfy the needs (the organizational imperative); or as one of many factors in an
emergent process of change resulting from the unpredictable interaction between technology and its users (the
emergent perspective). Guided by the analysis of Markus and Robey, we assess the reviewed studies by examining
the relationships between social capital and ICT according to the role of social capital in the research design. The
3

Currently, social capital theory is widely applied to interdisciplinary research. The application of social capital theory to ICT related issues can be
traced back to the inaugural Pool Lecture, Tuning In, Tuning Out: The Strange Disappearance of Social Capital in America, by Putnam in 1995
[Putman 1995b]. Putnam named television as the main culprit in the decline of social capital in America. He therefore calls for investigation of the
social consequences of technology, especially in terms of social capital.
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role of social capital depends on whether social capital is a dependent variable or an independent variable. For
example, some studies focus on the impacts of ICT on building social capital and maintaining it (dependent
variable), whereas others focus on the effects of social capital (independent variable) on the development and use of
ICT. Although we highlight the role of social capital instead of that of ICT in this study, we actually have considered
both roles since there is a converse relationship between the two; that is, when social capital is the dependent
variable, ICT becomes the independent variable and vice versa.
Through the use of two dimensions (the unit of analysis and the role of social capital in research design), we obtain
four categories of social capital and ICT research. We now place exemplary or representative studies into each
category and map the current state of the research in the area, as shown in Table 24.
In the upper left cell, social capital is treated as a dependent variable and measured at the individual level. We call
the concept of social capital in this category ―Connecting Social Capital‖ because social capital measurement here is
closely related to connecting people. Studies in this category endeavor to examine the impacts of ICT on individuals‘
social networks and the possible benefits generated by such networks, such as higher social satisfaction and greater
ease in finding a job.
In the lower left cell, social capital is treated as a dependent variable but measured at the collective level. We call
the concept of social capital in this category ―Changing Social Capital,‖ not only because research in this category is
initiated by an interest in finding out the reasons for the decline in social capital, but also because most studies in
this category aim to identify the role of ICT in social capital building in communities. The effects of ICT – typically
television, Internet, and community networks – are widely discussed in relation to the dimensions of social capital
such as social networks and social norms, and outcomes of social capital such as civic engagement and processes
of democracy.
Not only have the impacts of ICT on social capital at different levels attracted researchers‘ attention, but also the
effects of social capital on ICT development. Since it has been suggested that social capital brings positive
outcomes to many realms of society – such as public health, economic development, and civic engagement – we
can infer that social capital can play a role in advancing technology adoption, diffusion, and use. Research shown in
the upper right cell focuses on the effects of individual social capital. Relatively fewer studies target individual social
capital explicitly. However, terms such as ―social influence‖ and ―social norms‖ are often mentioned as related to the
concept of individual social capital and are discussed in some technology acceptance studies. We consider those
studies implicitly connected to social capital and ICT development in this review. Because many reviewed studies
include the social factor as influential in technology acceptance in certain circumstances, we call the concept of
social capital in this category ―influencing social capital.‖
In the lower right cell, the effects of social capital are examined at the collective level. Social capital in this category
is called ―enabling social capital‖ because research in this category considers social capital as an enabler of
technology diffusion. In this category, social capital is considered a feature that already exists in communities before
the introduction of ICT and, thus, could have a powerful influence on an ICT project and its outcomes.

4

The analysis and classification were conducted mainly by the first author. Only when there were unclear cases (e.g., when a paper could be
assigned to two cells) were the other two authors consulted.
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Table 2. Four Categories of Social Capital and ICT Studies
Role of Social Capital
Dependent Variable

Independent Variable

Level of Analysis

Individual

Collective
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Connecting Social Capital

Influencing Social Capital

Bianchi and Robinson [1997]
Haythornthwaite [2001]
Papakyriazis and Boudourides [2001]
Haythornthwaite [2002]
Reich and Kaarst-Brown [2003]
Hiller and Franz [2004]
Matzat [2004]
Schultze and Orlikowski [2004]
Selwyn [2004]
Steinfeld [2004]
Drentea and Moren-Cross [2005]
Alessandrini [2006]
Ellison et al. [2007]
Changing Social Capital

Gargiulo and Benassi [2000]
Täube and Joye [2001]
Anderson [2004]
Frank et al. [2004]
Hall and Graham [2004]
Newell et al. [2004]
Hatzakis et al. [2005]
Yang [2005]
Chou et al. [2006]
Honig et al. [2006]
Lin et al. [2006]

Norris [1996]
London [1997]
Blanchard and Horan [1998]
McBride [1998]
Uslaner [1998]
Wellman [1998]
Franzen [2000]
Uslaner [2000]
DiMaggio et al. [2001]
Hampton [2001]
Kavanaugh and Patterson [2001]
Nie [2001]
Shah et al. [2001]
Wellman et al. [2001]
Hopkins and Tomas [2002]
Wellman [2002]
Foth [2003]
Goodman [2003]
Hampton [2003]
Hampton and Wellman [2003]
Ling et al. [2003]
Millen and Patterson [2003]
Norris [2003]
Pierce and Lovrich JR. [2003]
Hardin [2004]
Hüsing [2004]
Lengnick-Halla et.al [2004]
Pigg and Crank [2004]
Quan-Haase and Wellman [2004]
Resnick [2004]
Uslaner [2004]
Williamson [2004]
Information Economy Division [2005]
Kavanaugh and al. [2005]
Liff [2005]
Shah et al. [2005]
Beaudoin and Thorson [2006]
Huysman and Wulf [2006]

Fountain [1997]
Bebbington and Perreault [1999]
Isham [2000a, b]
Robalino [2000]
Borgida et al. [2002]
Han [2002]
Sullivan et al. [2002a, b]
Riemer and Klein [2004]
Simpson [2005]
Wang et al. [2006]
Hsieh and Tsai [2007]
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Enabling Social Capital

Table Notes: To indicate the focus of each paper, we use different fonts as follows:
Normal Font: Social capital focused research considering ICT as one of the factors relating to social capital
Font in italics: ICT focused research considering social capital as one of the factors relating to ICT
Font in bold: The same focus on both

Social Capital as a Dependent Variable
Research using social capital as a dependent variable explores the role of ICT in social capital building, recreation,
and maintenance. Impacts of ICT on social capital at both the individual and collective levels are discussed here.
However, the difference between individual and collective social capital is not always clear. Shah, Kwak, and Holbert
[2001], for example, claim that they explore the relationship between Internet use and the individual level production
of social capital. Nevertheless, their study is based mainly on Putman‘s social capital theory, which in turn is focused
on social capital at the collective level. Moreover, the authors employ Internet use to predict civic engagement,
interpersonal trust, and life contentment, which are more related to the welfare of a community than to an individual‘s
personal benefits. In this paper, we group reviewed studies based on (a) the theoretical foundation of an article –
that is, whether it is based on the theory of individual social capital or that of collective social capital, and (b) the
immediate beneficiary – who would benefit immediately, the community or individuals. For that reason, Shah et al.,
[2001] is placed into the changing social capital category.
Connecting Social Capital
Research that examines the role of ICT in building individual social capital is included in this category. Some studies
illustrate that the spread of ICT creates networking infrastructure, which encourages the formation of social capital
[Clark 2003; Pierce and Lovrich Jr. 2003]. Pierce and Lovrich Jr. [2003] examine the relationship between Internet
use and social capital in forming social and personal trust. Surveys among citizens of Minneapolis and Atlanta show
that Internet use is associated with higher levels of trust, even when controlling for the personal characteristics of
individuals; i.e. race, income, and education. In a study of a community technology centre (CTC) in one of Denver‘s
disadvantaged communities, Clark [2003] seeks to find out how CTC practices address the digital divide and to
examine the policy implications of those practices. Its main findings – apart from discrepancies between the goals of
the center‘s supporters and policymakers on the one hand and its actual use on the other – suggest a potential for
CTC to enhance users‘ social capital. By using Oldenburg‘s concept of third places, the author emphasizes the
positive role of CTC for drawing young people together and thereby helping them build social networks. These
networks, which comprise social capital, facilitate not only activities such as ―finding employment‖ and ―locating
housing,‖ but also individual ―political involvement‖ and ―civic engagement.‖ Notably, the Internet‘s potential for
increasing social capital, according to Clark [2003], may lie less in the technology itself than in the public locations
that enable its use among disadvantaged communities.
In recent years, the rapid development of social network services (SNSs) has increasingly attracted researchers‘
attention. The relationship between the use of SNSs and social capital has also been investigated [Ellison et al.,
2007]. SNSs focus on building online communities of people who share or are interested in exploring the same
interests and/or activities. Sites that deliver such services, such as MySpace, Facebook, LinkedIn, and CyWorld,
allow individuals to present themselves, articulate their social networks, and establish or maintain connections with
others. In analyzing the relationship between the use of Facebook and the formation and maintenance of social
capital, Ellison et al., [2007] discovers that there is a strong association between the two. Furthermore, Facebook
use may also provide benefits for users with low self-esteem and low life satisfaction. Technology-mediated
interactions, such as the use of social network sites, may provide users with an opportunity for the creation of new
forms of social capital, called ―virtual‖ social capital that opposes but also complements ―real‖ social capital
developed offline [Alessandrini 2006].
Some studies, however, argue that ICT may also erode social capital [Loch and Conger 1996]. Loch and Conger
[1996], for example, argue that ICT can cause de-individuation. They describe de-individuation as ―a feeling of being
estranged or separated from others that can lead to behavior violating established norms of appropriateness‖ [p.76]
and claim that people experience de-individuation when interacting with people via a computer. At the same time,
some researchers find that the differences in ICT use may lead to different results. ICT use for information and/or
communication usually enhances cooperation and collective action, which may be beneficial to social capital
building, while using such services for entertainment may lead people to increased disconnection from the real world
[Rheingold 2002; Srivastrva 2005].
Changing Social Capital
Most studies that use both ICT and social capital as keywords focus on the impacts of ICT use on collective social
capital. Early studies in this category concentrate on the effects of ICT – mainly TV and the Internet – on social
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capital, in response to Putnam‘s argument. Findings from these studies only partly support Putnam‘s view that
television in America has contributed toward the erosion of social capital and civic engagement [London 1997; Norris
1996; 2003; Shah et al., 2001]. Norris [1996], for example, by analyzing data from the American Citizen Participation
Study in 1990 [Verba et al., 1995 in Norris 1996], shows that while the amount of time spent in front of the television
does seem to be negatively related to political participation, other evidence about what American viewers watch
suggests that watching news and, in particular, current affairs programs does not seem to be damaging to the
democratic health of society and may even prove beneficial. Recent studies are motivated mostly by three
considerations: the importance of social capital for economic development, social development, and the democratic
process. Studies in the former areas are concerned with the effects of ICT – typically the Internet and community
networks – on social capital in building strong and cohesive communities, while those in the latter consider the role
of ICT in building social capital for the development of democracy.
Some government agencies and international organizations emphasize that it is necessary to investigate the role of
ICT in the building of social capital because of its benefits, such as the reduced need for personal security and
improved workplace efficiency [Information Economy Division 2005]. Studies for economic and social development
examine the dynamic role of ICT and its uncertain consequences for both individuals and communities. It is
expected that ICT can enhance people‘s connectivity, which potentially acts as a catalyst for greater social
interaction and community participation [Department of Communication Information Technology and the Arts 2005;
Field 2003].
Some positive outcomes have been reported about the role of ICT in the building of social capital for community
development. Hampton and Wellman‘s study conducted in Netville, Toronto, Canada is among the most frequently
quoted. It reveals the positive social impacts of Internet use on relationships within neighborhoods [Hampton 2001;
Hampton and Wellman 2003]. Contrary to predictions that Internet use would encourage social isolation, the Netville
experiment showed that Internet use resulted in greater civic involvement and neighborly contact. In fact, wired
residents were two to three times more likely to recognize and talk with their neighbors than were non-wired
residents. Moreover, the residents of a networked neighborhood were able to organize and mobilize collectively,
despite the weak ties among them. These findings indicate that communication networks in Netville promoted the
building of social capital.
Social researchers have also attempted to identify the impact of the information technology revolution on democratic
governance [Han 2002; Putnam 2002]. Han [2002], for instance, demonstrates that Netizen activities in cyberspace
have contributed to the substantial development of Korea‘s democracy. This theory is supported by a series of social
and political movements from 2000 to 2002. He argues that Korea‘s experience of Internet based social capital
mobilization confirms the power of newly created cyberspace as a public sphere in the Information Age. He also
recognizes that social capital evolution, ICT diffusion, and democratic development are all bound by a country‘s
historical and cultural specifics.

Social Capital as an Independent Variable
Studies treating social capital as an independent variable in ICT related research usually examine the effects of
social capital on the development and use of ICT. Such studies are grouped into two categories: (a) influencing
social capital and (b) enabling social capital. These two categories analyze, respectively, the effects of individual
social capital and collective social capital on ICT.
Influencing Social Capital
Studies in this group regard social capital as the resources or attributes of an individual that can affect his/her
acceptance, involvement in diffusion, and usage of ICT. Kvasny and Keil [2002], for example, in their evaluation of
the different approaches taken to address the digital divide by two cities – Atlanta and LaGrange – define social
capital as social networks that improve an individual‘s social standing. To address the digital divide, Atlanta
established community technology centers, while LaGrange offered its residents free broadband Internet access at
home. Both initiatives were less successful than expected. In explaining this failure, the authors adopted Bourdieu‘s
theory of practice, which mainly concerns the dialectical relationships between social actors and social structure.
Their findings indicate that although individual social capital can contribute to greater success in both cases, it is not
properly addressed in these two situations. In Atlanta, existing social networks brought people into the centers, but
they failed to use those networks to facilitate the diffusion of IT skills within the community. In LaGrange, by offering
free broadband at home, the recipients were isolated from community champions and positive social influences,
which might be important to making the Freenet initiative workable among people across poor neighborhoods where
the Internet was not familiar.
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Although only a few studies explicitly use the term ―social capital‖ and define it at the individual level, some have
noticed the influence of social factors – often defined as subjective or social norms – on ICT [Loch and Conger 1996;
Straub et al. 1997; Venkatesh and Davis 2000; Venkatesh et al. 2003]. The influence of social factors is defined, in
the study of technology acceptance, as the degree to which an individual perceives that others expect him or her to
adopt or continue to use information technology [Venkatesh et al. 2003]. This concept is closely related to the
communication channel aspects of Innovation Diffusion Theory [Rogers 2003] and is found to be an important factor
for potential users in adopting a technology, especially in regard to mandatory usage settings [Venkatesh et al.
2003].
These studies indicate that individual social capital, which mainly involves an individual‘s social networks and the
resources generated by those networks, may have positive effects for ICT acceptance and diffusion. It may also
provide a context for the use of some technologies, such as the Internet or mobile phones, for communication.
However, because of the vagueness in the measurement of individual social capital itself, it is hard to distinguish the
effects of social capital from those of purely social relationships or social networks in ICT use. The purpose of this
paper is to review related previous studies on the interaction of social capital and ICT, and therefore no further effort
is made at this stage to discuss research involving other social phenomena, including social networks.
Enabling Social Capital
In this category, studies define social capital as a feature of communities and examine the effect of social capital on
ICT adoption, acceptance, and use in communities. Two types of studies are identified. In one group, the effects of
collective social capital on ICT are discussed directly, and the term ―social capital‖ is used explicitly. In the other, the
influence of social capital is implicit, and some or all elements of collective social capital are investigated. These
elements include social networks and social norms, such as trust and reciprocity, in a community as defined in
Section II. Although the second group can partly elucidate the interaction between social capital and ICT, they
involve many other social concepts that are outside the scope of this paper. Therefore, only the studies that explicitly
examine the role of social capital are presented below.
Some studies demonstrate that a high level of already established social capital, such as pre-existing, strong, non
electronic networks and community commitment, is a factor for success in establishing electronic based networks
[Borgida et al., 2002; Fukuyama 1995]. Borgida et al., [2002] examine the role of social capital in addressing the
digital divide by conducting a comparative case study of two rural Minnesota communities, each with its own
community electronic network. They find that the community with a higher level of social capital had a more positive
attitude towards the technological change. Moreover, the cooperative community-based approach to electronic
networking adopted in this community is also helpful in narrowing the digital divide.
Fountain [1997] argues that social capital is a necessary, although not sufficient, enabler of effective partnerships for
technology innovation and suggests that it is necessary to draw a distinction between social capital and so called
―informational capital.‖ The latter emphasizes the value of shared information. Although access to information,
notably through the Internet, provides a variety of opportunities, informational capital is not a replacement for social
capital. Social capital increases the ability to build and use informational capital because trustful relationships
facilitate information flows and make information more meaningful. Fountain claims that the ability to collaborate
both within and among firms and other organizations appears to be a necessary condition for firms to take
advantage of new technologies.
Some studies explore the role of social capital in relation to various forms of virtual organizations enabled by ICT
and e-commerce in an organizational context [Arenius 2002; Nahapist and Ghoshal 1998; Spence and Schmidpeter
2003; Steinfeld 2004]. Typically, these studies are based on Nahapist and Goshal‘s research [Nahapist and Ghoshal
1998], which categorizes social capital into three dimensions; structural, relational, and cognitive. The structural
dimension comprises the actual relationships that provide the opportunity for accessing resources or acting together.
The relational dimension includes the motivation of individuals to act collaboratively toward others. The cognitive
dimension refers to the ability of people to act together. Nahapist and Goshal‘s approach can be used to analyze
social capital at both the individual and collective levels, but it is more commonly used at the collective level to
analyze the interaction between social capital and ICT in organizational contexts. Researchers confirm that social
capital has a positive role in technological innovation, but they call for further investigation into this dynamic process
[Spence and Schmidpeter 2003; Steinfeld 2004]. Riemer and Klein [2004] identify the contradictions and challenges
of ICT enabled virtual organizations and argue that, without social capital which is a necessary complement,
collaboration in virtual organizations is unlikely to succeed. Steinfield [2004] analyzes the under utilization of
business to business e-commerce and points out that the under utilization is attributed to the assumption that
location is irrelevant because cyberspace allows people to interact over great distances. The author stresses,
however, that local business clusters and the exploitation of social capital are important elements even for the
success of e-commerce.
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V. DISCUSSIONS: GAPS IN THE CURRENT RESEARCH
The previous section presents in detail the current status of social capital and ICT studies. By examining some
studies in each cell through a perspective suggested by the framework, we provide an overall view of the studies
and elucidate the relationship between social capital and ICT. In addition, the framework, with each cell filled with
relevant studies gives us an opportunity to identify some gaps in the current study. Among them, the following three
are noteworthy for their implications for future study: (a) an imbalance in the analysis levels; (b) a lack of theoretical
explanation of why and how social capital changes because of ICT; and (c) issues regarding the generalization of
the findings to date. These issues are not isolated. Rather, they are intertwining and rooted deeply in the
controversies surrounding the social capital concept. In the following three subsections, we further discuss each
discrepancy and suggest what needs to be done to resolve them.

An Imbalance in Levels of Analysis
The majority of the reviewed social capital – ICT studies measure social capital at the collective level, frequently as
the dependent variable (―changing social capital,‖ our framework). Fewer studies focus on the technological impacts
on individual social capital or explicitly identify the effects of individual social capital on technology development,
acceptance, diffusion, and use. This is partly because social capital theory flourished only after the introduction of
collective social capital by Putnam.
The issue of the level of analysis is addressed by Markus and Robey [1988] in examining theories of IT and
organizational change. They identify two problems: problems of inference and ideological biases. The former arise
when the levels at which concepts are defined and data are collected are inconsistent with the goals of studies,
while the latter are derived from differences in research questions, acceptable methodologies, and conventions for
reporting results in different disciplinary groups favoring macro or micro level theories. After considering the pros and
cons of both macro level (collective) and micro level (individual) analysis, Markus and Robey point out that mixing
the levels of analysis may also be useful in studying IT and organizational change, since some technologies are
neither strictly micro nor macro in character [Markus and Robey 1998].
We believe that Markus and Robey‘s [1988] argument is also valid in examining the role of ICT in social capital.
Although previous studies of social capital usually focus on either the individual (micro) level or the collective
(macro) level, social capital is concerned with both individuals and collectives [Coleman 1990; Nahapist and
Ghoshal 1998]. It may exist both at the micro level, i.e., among individuals, and at the macro level, i.e., within
communities and even nations [Baron et al., 2000]. That is, institutionalized social relations with embedded
resources are expected to be beneficial to both the collective and the individuals in the collective [Lin 2001b]. As
such, interactions between social capital and ICT take place at both levels. ICT could change individual social capital
as well as collective social capital. However, these changes are not synchronal. ICT, such as the Internet and mobile
phones, is first adopted by some individuals and progressively diffuses to a larger population [Rogers 2003]. Its
impacts on social behaviors and other phenomena, including social capital, are progressive as well. If ICT is linked
only with collective social capital, we believe that our understanding of the mechanism underlying the connection
between these two components of society is incomplete. It is also true for studies exclusively focusing on social
capital and ICT at the individual level. A mixed-level approach to studying the ICT-social capital interaction would be
most helpful in solving the problems of inference created by results from research at either level.
However, as discussed in Section II, different research questions and measurement instruments are favored by
studies targeting social capital at different levels. It may be overly ambitious to conduct a mixed-level study on all the
issues including the relationship between ICT and social capital; ideological biases may arise. A practical mixed
level strategy proposed by Coleman [1986] is to move down to the level of individual actions and back to the macro
level, instead of staying at the macro social level. Therefore, we believe research into how individuals react to and
use ICT can provide information necessary to clarifying how such technology will or should develop and what impact
it is likely to have upon our society. Until certain questions about the use of new ICT by individuals or small groups
are answered, it seems unlikely that gross predictions relating to society as a whole will be valid. By saying this, we
do not suggest that research into ICT-social capital should not be undertaken at the collective level. Rather, we only
seek to emphasize that we should pay attention to the impacts of ICT on individual social capital, especially when a
particular technology is in its early stage of development.

A Lack of Theoretical Explanation about Why and How Social Capital Changes Due to ICT
Much information systems research is devoted to ―what,‖ as opposed to ―why‖ or ―when,‖ relationships exist [Lee et
al., 1997]. Likewise, there is no theoretical framework in existing studies that sufficiently explains why ICT
consumption leads to changes in social capital. The explanation of the causation between frequent television
watching and declining social capital given by Putnam [2000] is that ―watching things (especially electronic screens)
occupies more and more of our time, while doing things (especially with other people) occupies less and less‖ [p. 9].
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However, this explanation cannot be generalized to explain and predict the relationships between technologies and
social capital. The majority of other studies of ICT use and social capital report only the association or relationship
between those two variables; they make no effort to explain the association.
To clarify this issue, we first present our understanding about theory; specifically, the causal connection theory. A
theory is a set of propositions or theoretical statements [Hage 1972]. It is also a strategy for handling data in
research, providing modes of conceptualization for describing and explaining phenomena in sociology [Glaser and
Strauss 1973]. There are no right or wrong theories, but theories close to or far from knowledge [Glaser and Strauss
1973; Hage 1972].
To study causal relationships, Cook [1993] distinguishes two types of theoretical constructions: causal connections
and causal explanations. Causal connections are implicit in statements such as ―A causes B‖ or ―A
increases/decreases B.‖ These statements describe the nature of the link between the two variables: ―if one is made
to vary, the other varies with it and would not have varied had the cause not been present‖ [p. 40]. On the other
hand, causal explanations identify how or why a causal connection occurs. They answer questions, such as, ―why
does A cause/increase/decrease B?‖ Causal explanations involve specifying the full set of conditions that suffice to
produce cause-effect connections. The assumption underlying this belief is that an understanding of how or why a
phenomenon occurs allows one to recreate that phenomenon wherever and however its essential causal ingredients
can be brought together. This is why, as argued by Cook [1993], a causal explanation is often considered the ―Holy
Grail‖ of science.
We previously indicated, in reviewing the research on the causal relationship between ICT and social capital, that a
large number of studies describe the causal connections between the two. However, causal explanations regarding
their connections are insufficient. The most frequently used methods in these studies are first hand surveys, but
sometimes second hand data that were not specifically collected for measuring ICT-social capital relationships are
also used. Surveys, although they can be used to identify causal relationships, hardly provide sufficient, rich data to
explain complicated phenomena, such as the ICT-social capital interaction. In particular, research into both subjects
[ICT and social capital] is at an early stage and mired in controversies. We suggest that, besides quantitative
methods, qualitative methods such as action research, in-depth case studies, and some anthropological
approaches, may be valuable in understanding the full set of conditions related to ICT-social capital issues.
Moreover, we should not isolate the interaction of ICT and social capital from social contexts, which are closely
related to the next issue we discuss.

Issues Regarding Generalization
Studies of social capital and ICT usually choose to investigate one particular technology, such as television or the
Internet. It seems that many recent findings, in contrast to previous ones [e.g., the study of Putnam, 1995a], tend to
support the argument that ICT has positive impacts on social capital building by creating online social connections
and belongings and/or enhancing physical (offline) interactions [Hampton and Wellman 2003; Kavanaugh et al.,
2005b; Norris 1996; 2003; Rheingold 2002; Shah et al., 2001; Srivastrva 2005; Wellman 2001]. It is notable that
most recent studies examine the role of the Internet or community networks in building social capital, while previous
studies, apparently following Putnam, focus mainly on television. These findings seem to suggest that the effects of
ICT on social capital may be different depending on the type of technology under investigation, and results based on
investigations of one particular technology cannot be generalized to other technologies without certain qualifications.
These findings, in our view, are low in generalizability. Generalizbility refers to the usefulness of a theory in a setting
different from the one in which it was empirically tested and confirmed [Baskerville 1996; Lee and Baskerville 2003].
As Babbie [1990] argues, "Science aims at general understanding rather than at the explanation of individual events.
. . . The utility of a social theory or social correlation is enhanced by its generalizability. The larger the scope of
phenomena it explains, the more useful it is‖ [p. 13, 25, quoted by Baskerville 1996]. Because the field of IS
research involves so much practical application, this generalizability is particularly important to IS research and has
been considered a crucial aspect in assessing the impact of most IS research findings [Baskerville 1996].
Generalizable findings or theories are expected to cause practitioners to adjust their conclusions and direct fellow
researchers to areas for further study.
Moreover, new information and communication technologies, such as mobile technologies, are developing faster
than ever. Technology convergence, which is the process whereby information and/or communications technologies
blend to facilitate wider and more integrated methods for the distribution of information, has been thriving [Allen
Consulting Group 2005]. One example of convergence is mobile phones; they are capable not only of making phone
calls, but also of taking photos, connecting to the Internet, watching television, and accessing reading material,
among many more things. Unless we can determine the commonalities across different information and
communications technologies, we will not fully understand the role of new technologies in social capital, let alone
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provide guidance to practitioners and other researchers. Therefore, it is a challenging task for future research in this
area to construct theories that can explain the mechanism of interaction between social capital and ICT in general.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
This paper set out to review the literature on ICT and social capital to identify the current knowledge and gaps in this
area as well as to propose future research directions. Social capital is one of social sciences‘ most influential
concepts in understanding contemporary societies. It is also increasingly explored in relation to ICT. We first built a
framework to classify and organize existing ICT-social capital studies. We used two criteria to construct this
framework: the level of social capital analysis and the role of social capital in research design. In the former, two
different, but related, concepts are identified: individual social capital and collective social capital. In the latter,
research is divided into two streams: studies using social capital as a dependent variable and those using social
capital as an independent variable. The intersection of the two criteria produces a matrix of four categories of
research into the interaction between social capital and ICT. After discussing representative studies in each
category, we identified three gaps in social capital research in relation to ICT. First, there has been an imbalance in
the levels of the analysis because the existing research is more likely to measure ICT and social capital at the
collective level than at the individual level. Second, it has not been explained in theory why and how social capital
changes because of ICT. Finally, the generalizability of the research findings to date has been problematic since the
effects of a particular technology on social capital discovered in a study can hardly be generalized to other
technologies without proper evaluations.
On the basis of observations from this study, we highlight some topics for future research into ICT and social capital
that can complement the current research in this area:
 New technologies and social capital: As discussed in the previous sections, ICT-related social capital
research focuses mainly on a few technologies, such as television, the Internet, and some community
networks. With the appearance of new technologies and applications, e.g., mobile technologies and Web
2.0, more empirical research on these technologies in relation to social capital is required.
 Virtual social capital: Some researchers argue that social capital can be created in new forms that have
emerged from online interactions and relationships [Alessandrini 2006; Liff 2005]. These new forms of social
capital are often called ‗virtual‘ social capital, in contrast with ‗real‘ social capital that is normally developed
offline. Research addressing virtual social capital is still limited. Further research on this topic would be very
useful to better understand the effects of ICT use (particularly online activities) on social capital.
 ICT and social capital in rural areas: Both social capital and ICT affect people living in rural settings capacity
for development. Not much attention has been paid to this topic. Studies addressing ICT and social capital
may contribute to rural development. It is also interesting to see the comparison between ICT-social capital
interactions in urban areas and those in rural areas.
 ICT and social capital in developing countries: This is another topic that seems under researched compared
to the relatively large number of studies conducted in developed countries. On one hand, social capital in
developing countries may be significantly different in form and substance from that in developed countries.
On the other hand, developing countries may take advantage of late adoption of ICT. Therefore, the pattern
of interactions between ICT and social capital can differ in developing countries, and this difference is worth
investigating.
 New methods for studying the social capital-ICT interaction: For the reviewed articles in this paper, the most
frequently used research method is the quantitative survey. Surveys, though helpful in identifying causal
relationships, may not be sufficient to deliver rich data that are necessary to build theories explaining
complicated phenomena, such as the ICT-social capital interaction. Therefore, more efforts need to be
made to develop new research methods in this area.
This list is by no means exhaustive. It is intended to help researchers and practitioners interested in this area to form
an initial question for their enquiry, and thereby to further knowledge in this area. We also believe that no matter
what topic a researcher chooses to study, he or she should keep in mind the three gaps identified above.
In summary, this paper contributes to information systems research, as well as to related disciplines, by offering an
integrative literature review of social capital and ICT. Although research into this topic has increased in a variety of
fields, there has been no study that examines the topic from an interdisciplinary perspective. Despite its pioneering
value and comprehensive coverage, however, this study has some limitations. First, we may have overlooked some
studies that are relevant to this study. However, since we employ a systematic method of searching through the
literature, we believe that we have included the most significant studies (at least those published in the most
important IS journals). Second, this study is conceptual, and it is difficult to offer practical contributions at this stage.
However, our suggestions for further research have the potential to guide important practical contributions by
showing why and how ICT use affects the development of social capital. We expect that future research will address
these limitations.
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Internet
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interviews with
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qualitative
research with
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users

Hampton,
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Journal
Article
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Hampton
and
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Survey and
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Internet
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Politics

Book
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(interview)

Putnam

Mobile phone

UK
government

Mobile phone

Community
network

Volume 25

Relevant Findings
The lesson here for this project
may be that we cannot expect
the network to ‗fill in the social
capital gaps‘ in a simple way.
Instead, it is likely to be used
initially as an adaptation of
existing channels of
communication in the areas of
the social capital matrix that are
already well developed.
Internet communication has
benefited from, and facilitated
the social transformation of
work and community from
groups in little boxes to
globalized, ramified, or
branching social networks.
Rather than being an isolated
technical system, the Internet is
quickly being incorporated into
everyday life while increasing
North Americans‘ stock of
social capital.
Framework and rationale for a
study about how to realize the
potential of online community.
Mobile phones support strong
links by allowing more contact
between people. They support
weak links by allowing users to
circumvent traditional social
barriers. They are also
significant for social capital
because they are accessible to
unprecedented numbers of
people.
Weak, not strong, ties grow as
a result of ICTs. ICTs facilitate
community participation and
collective action: (a) by creating
large dense networks of
relatively weak social ties and
(b) through the use of ICTs as
an organizing tool.
The Internet especially
supports increased contact with
weaker ties. It not only supports
interaction among neighbors,
but also facilitates discussion
and mobilization around local
issues.
In general, ICT contributes to
the organization of informal
social interaction. To a lesser
degree, it is related to one‘s
participation in formal social
groups. The data here show
literally no interaction between
ICTs and close friendships.
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Information
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Capital for
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paper
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Putman
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Lovrich JR.,
2003

Comparative
Technology
Transfer and
Society

Journal
Article

Secondary,
Survey
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Analyse und
Kritik

Journal
Article
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The 14th
Economic
Forum

Conference
Paper
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analysis

LengnickHalla, et.al,
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Journal of
Engineering and
Technology
Management

Journal
Article
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analysis

Pigg and
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The Journal of
Community
Informatics

Journal
Article

Theoretical
analysis

Quan-Haase
and
Wellman,
2004

IT and Social
Capital

Book
Section

Survey
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Borgida et al.,

Putnam

Internet

Internet

Internet

Nahapiet and
Ghoshal

ERP

ICT in general

Putnam

Internet

Relevant Findings
Based on the analysis of online
interaction where the identity
policy of a group is that of a
member‘s online identity is his
or her real-world identity with
no anonymity; bridged and
enriched online and face to
face interactions promoted
accountability in support of
local commerce and fostered a
social norm of polite
conversation.
Online participation has the
capacity to deepen linkages
among those sharing similar
beliefs as well as serving as a
virtual community that spans
generational divisions.
Internet technology use at both
the aggregate and the
individual level is associated
with higher levels of trust, even
when controlled for the
demographics of the city and
the personal characteristics of
individuals.
Relationships on the Internet
are typically too thin to foster
trust and cooperation among
those who do not have fairly
rich relationships.
ICT often creates inequalities
and is usually not invented
primarily to bridge social
divides. In an increasingly
computerized society and labor
market, rather than being
gadgets to help the socially
disadvantaged bear a difficult
situation, ICT and the skills to
work with it should primarily be
a political concern as an end to
overcome economic
disadvantages themselves.
ERP is an enabling technology
to build and augment social and
intellectual capital, rather than
an information technology (IT)
solution for organizational
inefficiencies.
Much work remains to be done
before it can be said with any
validity that ICTs can, in fact,
create community social
capital.
The Internet occupies an
important place in everyday life,
connecting friends and kin both
near and far. In the short run, it
is augmenting – rather than
transforming or diminishing –
social capital. Those who use
the Internet the most continue
to communicate by phone and
in person. Although it helps
connect far flung communities,
it also connects local
community.
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Internet
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Productive
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Political
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Journal
Article
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Williamson,
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The Australian
Electronic
Governance
Conference

Conference
Paper

Theory
analysis

Information
Economy
Division,
2005

Government
Document

E-Resource

Theoretical
analysis

Volume 25

Relevant Findings
Larger structural
transformations in society are
likely to arise from new forms of
organized interaction among
strangers that ICTs can enable.
With impersonal sociotechnical
capital, connecting occurs
without personal connections,
and organizing without
organizations. Over centuries,
the process of modernization
has included more and more
coordinated activity among
strangers, aided by
industrialization, urbanization
and the growth of government.
ICTs are ushering in the next
chapter in that process.
Internet users are not social
isolates. They tend to have
slightly wider social circles than
nonusers, but their Internet
communications are largely
with people they know.
Consequently, it is hardly
surprising that Internet users
are no more or less trusting of
strangers than nonusers. The
social connections that people
make on the Internet do not
promote trust—indeed, there is
some evidence that chat rooms
may bring together people who
do not trust one another.
A five stage model for
community ICT engagement
and maturity is discussed. This
model is non-linear, temporal,
and can be used as an audit of
the current community
technology capability for
assessing maturity and
establishing clear milestones
within a community ICT
framework.
ICT has a role to play in
building social capital, yet the
role will depend on how
individuals, communities,
organizations, and
governments incorporate ICT
into their lives and social
structures. This is determined
by context, impetus, and
sustainability.
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content
analysis
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Community
network

This article summarizes
evidence from stratified
household survey data in
Blacksburg, VA showing that
people with weak (bridging) ties
across groups have higher
levels of community
involvement in civic interests
and of collective efficacy than
people without bridging ties
among groups.
Moreover, heavy Internet users
with bridging ties are more
socially engaged, more likely to
use the Internet for social
purposes, and have been
attending more local meetings
and events since going online
than heavy Internet users with
no bridging ties.

Websites

No strong correlation between
these measures of real and
virtual social capital was found.
Moreover, while a ready made
Web site rarely results in the
creation of a developed
community site, bottom-up sites
are also rare.

Shah et al.,
2005

Communication
Research

Journal
Article

Secondary
analysis
(previous
survey data
used)

Putnam

Online
community

Beaudoin
and Thorson,
2006

Human
Communication
Research

Journal
Article

Survey

Putnam

Television

Huysman
and Wulf,
2006

Journal of
Information
Technology

Journal
Article

Theoretical
analysis

Nahapiet and
Ghoshal

ICT in general

Volume 25
210

Source

Article 23

Online media complement
traditional media to foster
political discussion and civic
messaging. These two forms of
political expression, in turn,
influence civic participation.
Other variable orderings are
tested to compare the theorized
model to alternative causal
specifications. The results
reveal that the model produces
the best fit empirically and
theoretically, with the influence
of the Internet rivaling the
mobilizing power of traditional
modes of information and
expression.
The relationship between news
use and social capital is less
positive for African-Americans
than for Caucasians and the
relationship between watching
television for entertainment and
social capital is more negative
for African-Americans than for
Caucasians.
The higher the level of social
capital, the more communities
are stimulated to connect and
share knowledge. Distributed
community members will be
more inclined to connect and
use electronic networks when
they are motivated to share
knowledge with others who are
able to share knowledge and
have the opportunity to share
knowledge.
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Fountain,
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Investing in
Innovation:
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Strategy for
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analysis
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and
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Economic
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Journal
Article

Case study

Internet

Robalino,
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RAND Graduate
School of Policy
Studies
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analysis
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Isham, 2000

The Conference
on Opportunities
in Africa: Microevidence on
Firms and
Households

Conference
Paper
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survey data

Internet

Isham, 2000
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Thesis
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analysis

Internet

Borgida et
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Journal of Social
Issues

Journal
Article

Two rounds
survey in two
cities
Focus groups

Putnam

Coleman
Putnam

ICT in general

Internet

Volume 25

Social capital is a necessary,
though not sufficient, condition
for effective public-private
partnerships for the devolution
of some science and
technology responsibilities to
the states and for a new, more
collaborative style of
government policy.
A framework links social capital
to discussions of sustainability
resource access and
livelihoods.
Social interactions are the
source of externalities that,
when ignored, may generate
policy recommendations that
are seriously biased. An agent
based macroeconometric
model for the developing world
that facilitates the process of
technology diffusion by
formalizing the social
interactions is proposed.
The probability of adopting an
improved fertilizer is increasing
in land endowments, the
cumulative proportion of
adopters, the presence of
tribally based social affiliations,
and the village distance from a
local market. When adoption
patterns are omitted from the
implementation of the model, it
is shown that the probability of
adoption continues to increase
in land endowments and ethnic
affiliations and is also positively
associated with consultative
norms, the adoption of
improved seeds, the availability
of credit and extension
services, and the average
number of years that
households have resided in the
village.
This dissertation develops and
tests a model of technology
adoption with social capital. It
predicts that the probability of
adoption is increasing in
household-level human capital
and land endowments and
village-level adoption patterns
and social capital.
The intriguing possibility that
extant community structures
and the levels of social capital
may play an important
mediating role in understanding
the impact of Internet access
on social relationships and
psychological well being, as
well as the impact of Internet
access on the forms of
individual and collective action
in a community.
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Simpson,
2005

The Journal of
Community
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Journal
Article

Theoretical
analysis

Wang et al.,
2006

Information and
Software
Technology

Journal
Article

Survey

Hsieh and
Tsai, 2007

Industrial
Marketing
Management

Journal
Article

Survey
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Internet

ICT in general

Adler and
Kwon

Nahapiet and
Ghoshal

Group

Intranet

Relevant Findings
Information technology alone
does not determine the
successful evolution of
democracy. Rather, it is social
capital that produces
unprecedented political
revolution in Korea. The impact
of information technology on
the prospects for a country‘s
democracy is highly dependent
upon its social capital.
In the presence of a broadly
based community electronic
network, political, as well as
economic resources are linked
to the use and knowledge of
computer resources.
In a town with the broadly
based community electronic
network, individuals‘ political,
as well as economic, resources
are linked to their knowledge
and use of computer resources.
Whereas, in the comparison
community, economic
stratification alone determines
computer access.
Virtual organizations will either
be restricted to the coordination
of well structured tasks or its
structural propositions will have
to be adapted to allow rich
social capital to emerge.
This paper describes a
theoretical framework drawn
from the diffusion of innovation
community development and
social capital theories. The
framework emphasizes the
interplay between physical
infrastructure, soft
technologies, social
infrastructure, and social
capital.
The data support the positive
relationships between group
cohesion and both the
willingness to participate, and
people‘s commitment to,
learning. Group cohesion is
likewise positively related to
meeting management goals.
Resources within an
organization should support the
climate of learning and the
encouragement of team
participation.
This study takes Taiwan's
integrated circuit design firms
as a sample to analyze. First,
both technological capability
and social capital are
associated positively with the
launch strategy for innovative
products. Second, while the
market growth rates increase,
the positive relationship
between technological
capability and the launch
strategy for innovative products
becomes weaker.
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Bianchi and
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System Sciences
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using social
network
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Paper
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Burt

E-mail

The Information
Society

Journal Article

Theoretical
analysis
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(but Social
network
theory)

ICT in general

Journal of
Strategic
Information
Systems

Journal Article

Case study

Nahapiet and
Ghoshal

Internet

Volume 25

ICT can indeed improve
social capital in local
neighborhoods, but its effects
are closely related to
interrelated factors such as:
education, income, number of
household members, and
age.
More strongly tied pairs
communicate more
frequently, maintain more
and different kinds of
relations, and use more
media to communicate. It is
theorized that dependence
on a common and widely
used medium makes a weak
tie network vulnerable to
dissolution and reformulation
following changes to that
medium; by contrast, strong
ties are more robust under
conditions of change since
their connection rests on
multiple relations and media.
Weak ties of interpersonal
and group relations are
increasingly mediated
electronically through the use
of e-mail and other types of
new information and
communication technologies.
The way people interact and
share information through a
computer-mediated
communication channel
depends on the social
context of the used media
technology.
It is argued that where ties
are strong, communicators
can influence each other to
adapt and expand their use
of media to support the
exchanges important to their
ties; however, where ties are
weak communicators are
dependent on common
organizationally established
means of communication and
protocols established by
others.
The findings support
Nahapiet and Ghoshal‗s
(1998) theoretical model of
social capital and intellectual
capital. It also suggests two
extensions to the model: (1)
enablers of the initial levels of
social capital and (2)
inhibiters of the social and
intellectual capital spiral.
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Computer

Lin

Internet

Internet

Bourdieu

ICT in general

Relevant Findings
Three phases in the
migration cycle are identified:
pre-migrant, post-migrant,
and settled migrant, and four
categories of computer usage
are linked to each phase.
Three types of online
relationships can be identified
among people that result in
developing new ties,
nourishing old ties, and
rediscovering lost ties.
Researchers build up weak
contacts that make their
research more visible and
that make them more aware
of other researchers‘ work.
These weak contacts are
useful for the reception of
new research papers. As a
result, International Data
Groups (IDGs) provide
access to social capital.
However, no evidence is
presented about equalizing
the effects on the general
structure of academic
communication. IDGs do not
reduce inequalities in access
to informal communication
channels.
The use of IT altered the
nature and quality of
information shared by the
participants, undermined the
ability of sales reps to provide
consulting services to
customers, reduced the
frequency of their interaction,
and prompted sales reps to
expand social capital to
promote customers‘
technology adoption.
Four conceptual limitations to
conventional dichotomous
notions of the digital divide
and individuals‘ ‗access‘ to
information and
communications technology
(ICT) were identified: what is
meant by ICT; what is meant
by ‗access‘; the relationship
between ‗access to ICT‘ and
‗use of ICT‘; and a lack of
consideration for the
consequences of
engagement with ICT. It
proposes a model of the
digital divide based around
these conceptual ‗stages‘
while recognizing the
mediating role of economic
cultural and social forms of
capital in shaping individuals‘
engagements with ICT.
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Relevant Findings
Successful collaborative ecommerce in geographical
business clusters must
recognize and complement
the rich communications and
preexisting relationships that
have served to enhance trust
and cooperative behavior,
rather than attempt to be a
substitute for such
communication and
relationships.
Three main types of
communication emerge from
the analysis: emotional
support, instrumental support
– both formal and informal and community
building/protection. All of
them contribute to the
creation and maintenance of
social capital.

Internet

Internet access does not
preclude social capital
building activities. It appears
likely that people with Internet
access are more likely than
those without to engage in
activities normally expected
to create and enhance levels
of social capital.

Social network
sites

Research findings show a
strong association between
the use of Facebook and the
three types of social capital
(bonding, bridging, and
maintained social capital),
with the strongest
relationship being to bridge
social capital. It was also
found that Facebook usage
might provide greater
benefits for users
experiencing low self esteem
and low life satisfaction.

Community
network

Managers with cohesive
communication networks are
less likely to adapt these
networks to the changes in
coordination requirements
promoted by their new
assignments, which in turn
damage their role as
facilitators of horizontal
cooperation within a newly
created business unit
structure.
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analysis for
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Community
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Internet

Computer
systems

Cohen and
Prusak

Online
community

Relevant Findings
Smaller communities with
denser relations reveal higher
amounts of social capital for
the individual because of the
higher flow of information in a
dense network. The results
showed that the ability to deal
with new technologies is
clearly associated with
persons living in more central
types of communities. The
social position is important for
the explanation of the
individual orientation towards
new technologies.
According to the results, in no
country did acquiring a
mobile phone, Internet
access, or broadband
Internet have any positive
effect on overall quality of life
(QoL). Instead, changes in
environmental conditions,
perceptions of free time
communication with friends,
and work conditions for those
at work played a more
significant part in changing
perceived QoL. There was
little support for the standard
macro-economic assumption
that moving into employment
necessarily increases QoL.
The effects of social pressure
and access to expertise
through help and dialogue
are at least as important as
the effects of traditional
constructs. Change agents
should pay attention to local
social capital processes that
are related to the
implementation of
educational innovations or
reforms.
The initial impetus for
members to join the group is
to discover information for
personal benefit. Over time,
however, individual desire to
reciprocate the help received
from the group developed out
of online interactions. A
stronger social infrastructure
among the group‘s members
might have enhanced its
knowledge creation
capabilities through the
provision of social capital.
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Proceedings of
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International
Journal of
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Journal Article
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IT outsourcing

Bourdieu

IT in
organization

Volume 25

Relevant Findings
In understanding the
relationship between social
capital and knowledge
integration within a project
team it is necessary to
distinguish between two
forms of social capital –
external bridging social
capital and internal bonding
social capital. For effective
mobilization of ‗weak‘ social
capital bridges for collective
purposes, there is first a need
to create ‗strong‘ social
capital bonds within the
project team so that it
becomes a cohesive social
unit that will be able to
effectively integrate
knowledge that is acquired
through members‘ bridging
activity.
This paper proposes a
framework based on social
capital theory for
conceptualizing the effects of
change management
interventions in the poor
relationship between
business and IT colleagues.
The research shows that
there is a potential advantage
to using a social capital
approach to evaluate change
management interventions
that aim to improve the
collaboration between
business and IT.
Theoretical model linking
social capital, mobility, and
ICT
Prior relationships affect
ongoing IT outsourcing
decisions in various
dimensions. Social capital
may be a double-edged
sword that is both a resource
in facilitating IT outsourcing
and a burden that
undermines the rationality of
decision makers.
Social capital and signaling
are found to lead to greater
investment as well as better
performance.
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Journal Article
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Relevant Findings

IT in
organization

Entrepreneurs‘ management
experience may not be an
advantage for high-tech new
ventures. The six Stevenson
entrepreneurial strategies
can have different effects on
the performance of new
ventures, whereas social
capital actually moderates
the effects of entrepreneurial
strategies and resources on
the performance. There is no
single route to
entrepreneurial success or
failure; entrepreneurs are
successful when they can
adjust their entrepreneurial
strategies according to their
social capital and capabilities.
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